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Abstract—Effects of statistical process variation on the 0.35-���m
CMOS performance have been accurately characterized by using
a new calibrated TCAD methodology. To conduct the variation
analysis, a series of TCAD simulations was conducted on the basis
of DoE (design of experiments) with optimum variable transfor-
mations, which resulted in RSF’s (response surface functions) for
threshold voltage (VthVthVth) and saturation drain current ( IdsIdsIds). A new
global calibration of the RSF model based on experimental data
gives excellent accuracy within 0.02 V error inVthVthVth and 3% error
in IdsIdsIds. Using calibrated RSF, statistical process variation effects
on the device characteristics have been quantitatively evaluated
for each process recipe. It is found that variation of the gate-oxide
formation process shows the most significant effect on the NMOS
�IdsIdsIds in the production process.

Furthermore we have designed an optimized 0.25-���m CMOS
process and device on the basis of the RSF and also predicted the
process variation effects on the device performance. It is shown
that the VthVthVth and IdsIdsIds variations of the 0.25-���m CMOS exhibit less
than 10% IdsIdsIds variation in the production level process, which is
similar to the value of 0.35-���m CMOS experimental data. Addi-
tional TCAD simulations for MOS model parameter generation of
the 0.25-���m device was also conducted to allow circuit-designers
to use predictive worst case circuit design parameters before
experimental chip fabrication.

Index Terms— Calibration, LSI, RSM, sensitivity analysis,
TCAD.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N SUB-0.5 and 0.25-m CMOS, statistical process varia-
tion control becomes one of the crucial issues to achieve

high-performance CMOS MPU and memory. Device perfor-
mance such as threshold voltage () and saturation drain cur-
rent ( ) vary in various process steps sequence, which causes
chip performance variation and determines its parametric yield.
Therefore the circuit and chip designer needs to estimate
the statistical variation of process and device characteristics
through the terms of worst case and/or statistical (circuit)
design parameters before actual mass-production phase. Es-
pecially in high-speed MPU and ASIC design, predictive
accurate variation analysis is more important since clock-delay
[1] and skew specifications become increasingly tighter in high
clock cycle VLSI’s. In this respect the precise estimation of
process variation effects and practical worst case circuit design
parameters are key design issues in 0.25-m CMOS LSI’s
before actual mass-production phase.
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Recently TCAD has become one of the key approaches to
predict device performance and to optimize process conditions
for submicron CMOS development [2]–[4]. In this context,
many works have been reported on statistical TCAD, whose
approach is indispensable for worst case design of processes
for scaled-down CMOS devices. The statistical technique,
response surface methodology (RSM), [5], [6] is popular since
it provides sensitivity data of the process factors to responses
(threshold voltage and drain current) on the basis of systematic
set of simulations. For the practical use of the simulation-
based RSM, however, major drawbacks have to be overcome
to give reliable predictions. The earlier works fail to describe
the TCAD calibration methodology clearly [2]–[4]. TCAD
design for process and device design seems to be unsuccessful
because of difficulties in achieving the accuracy of simulation
and experimental verification.

Therefore we have developed TCAD-based RSM design
methodology to predict process sensitivity on the device
performances [7]–[10]. To achieve a good fit to experimental
data, a new global calibration and variable transformation
technique have been developed, which allow the use of RSF in
predictive accurate process and device design of scaled CMOS.

In this paper we will describe the accurate sensitivity
analysis of process variation effects on the 0.35-m CMOS
products on the basis of mass-production data and the pre-
dictive 0.25- m CMOS process/device optimization design
and its variation diagnosis on the basis of the new TCAD-
based RSM. Furthermore we have determined worst case MOS
model parameters which have been used in a MPU circuit and
chip design in a predictive manner.

II. PROPOSEDTCAD CALIBRATION FRAMEWORK

To achieve the sensitivity analysis of process variation
effects on the 0.35-m NMOS distribution, we have de-
veloped a new TCAD-based methodology as shown in Fig. 1.
As shown in this figure, physical models and their process
parameters, e.g., implantation, diffusion, are first verified. TED
(transient enhanced diffusion) parameters for low temperature
impurity diffusion have especially been calibrated extensively
on the basis of more than 300 SIMS (secondary ion mass
spectroscopy) profile measurements, which are summarized in
an in-house TED-database [8]. Fig. 2 demonstrates a simulated
net-doping profile in two dimensions using the process sim-
ulator. In this figure, the equidoping contours marked with
an asterisk show where the impurity concentration is 10
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Fig. 1. Proposed TCAD flow. The hatched boxes show the new TCAD
methodology.

Fig. 2. Simulated net-doping profile in two dimensions. In the figure, the
equidoping contour marked with an asterisk shows where the impurity
concentration is 1017 cm�3.

cm . With careful calibration of the impurity profile, the
0.35- m device threshold voltage ( ) was simulated using
two-dimensional (2-D) process and device simulators. The
results were verified with corresponding typical experimental
data as shown in Fig. 3. It is shown that both results agree
with each other within an error of 0.02 V for N and
PMOS, including reverse-short-channel effect on

Fig. 3. Comparison of threshold voltage (Vth) on gate length (Lg) between
the experimental data and the results simulated with TED database at the
typical process condition in NMOS and PMOS. Filled and open circles show
experimental data and simulation results, respectively.

(gate length) curves. Thus the curves based on
TCAD with TED-database agree with the experimental data
at the typical condition. However, it is necessary to predict
the device characteristics not only at the typical condition but
also at various process conditions in the actual device design.
The calibrated physical models in the process simulator with a
process database are inadequate for several respects such as 2-
D diffusion in shallow junction formation. Therefore the RSM
on the basis of systematic set of simulations is used because
it provides sensitivity data of the process factors to responses
(threshold voltage and drain current). To improve the accuracy
of the prediction at the various process condition, the RSM
with global calibration has been developed.

As for the drain currents, at first, we have also constructed
the experimental saturation drain current database as shown in
Fig. 1 [9]. The saturation experimental drain currents are fitted
as the function of effective channel length ( ), effective gate
voltage ( ), and gate oxide thickness ( ) using about 150
data points by multivariate analysis. Fig. 4 shows an example
of saturation drain current database in a NMOS. The figure
shows the saturation drain current () dependence on the

and . As shown in the figure, the drain currents are
predicted by the regression function within an error of 10%.
In order to improve the accuracy for prediction, the RSM
for is also applied for 0.35-m CMOS device at various
process conditions.

After the calibration of TCAD simulation models, process
variation analysis and their effects on device characteristics are
evaluated using the 0.35-m CMOS experimental results with
a RSM. The RSM is employed to evaluate quantitative process
sensitivity analyzes on and . In RSM, each simulation
point is assigned on the basis of DoE (design of experiment).
After simulation, the quadratic equation, which is called the
RSF (response surface function), is found by the least square
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Fig. 4. Example of experimental saturation drain currents database. The
experimental drain currents are fitted as a function of effective channel
length (Le� ), effective gate voltage (Ve) and gate oxide thickness (Tox). The
solid and dotted lines show experimental data and the regression equation,
respectively.

TABLE I
TRANSFORMATION FORMS OF PROCESSVARIABLES

WHICH REFLECT REVERSE SHORT CHANNEL EFFECT

TABLE II
A WELL-KNOWN CCC (CIRCUMSCRIBED CENTRAL

COMPOSITE) DESIGN TABLE IN FIVE PROCESSVARIABLES

method. The quadratic equation of the RSF used is given by

(1)

Here , and are the th and th process variables
and the response, respectively.is the number of variables.

TABLE III
BASIC IDEA OF THE GLOBAL EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION . bo; bi, AND bij

STAND FOR THE COEFFICIENTS OFSIMULATION -BASED RSF, WHICH ARE DERIVED

FROM (1). bo; bi, AND bij ARE REPLACED BY THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Fig. 5. Globally modified RSF’s with new TCAD calibration, which prove
to be in excellent agreement with experimental data ofVth�Lg andIds�Lg

curves. Here the filled and open symbols show experimental data and results
on the basis of RSF, respectively. The circle and square symbols show
threshold voltage and saturation drain current, respectively. The threshold
voltage agrees with the experimental data within 0.02 V error. The saturation
drain current agrees with the experimental data within an error of 3%.

, and denote constant, linear, cross, and quadratic
coefficients of RSF, respectively. To perform the accurate
statistical process variation analysis, five major process pa-
rameters (gate length, gate oxide thickness, and channel and
source/drain implant doses) were selected, on the basis of
their influence on the variations of threshold voltage and
drain current. To obtain an accurate RSF, special care on the
variable transformation and its range in DoE should be paid
[7]. It is important to lineralize the variables for the responses.
In Table I, we show transformation forms for five-process
variables. They demonstrate a well-designed transformation
of , which is utilized to reflect reverse-short channel effect
on the . The was transformed as the combination
of logarithm and exponential functions mathematically to
demonstrate the reverse short channel effect. Implant doses
and gate oxide thickness were transformed by the linear
functions because the and depend linearly on these
variables physically. Here denote the transformed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Globally calibrated RSF achieved with TCAD and a new coefficients
extraction procedure at the various process conditions forVth � Lg. Filled
and open symbols show the experimental data and RSF, respectively.

variable, actual value of the variable and the center value,
respectively. The normalized values were calculated by the
range of variables. The design table used in the series of
TCAD simulations is shown in Table II, a well-known CCC
(circumscribed central composite) table [11]. A set of variables
and their ranges are combined considering the experimental
data. For the five variables, twenty-seven simulations were
performed according to the CCC design table.

Next step is an experimental global calibration after ob-
taining TCAD-based RSF for and as parameters of

, , and channel doping conditions. It is noted that this
step is really important to get the reliable RSF which can be
used in practical process/device RSF models. The experimental

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Globally calibrated RSF achieved with TCAD and new coefficients
extraction procedure at the various process conditions forIds � Lg . Filled
and open symbols show the experimental data and RSF, respectively.

calibration is performed after the formation of the simulation-
based RSF using the minimal number of experimental data
[7]. The basic idea of experimental calibration is shown in
Table III. The constant and linear coefficients are replaced by
experimental data and the quadratic and correlation coefficients
are calculated using the equation as shown in Table III. This
relation is derived on the basis of the assumption that the
simulation-based RSF is correct in terms of relative relation-
ship between the linear and quadratic terms. The coefficients
of RSF on the basis of simulation were kept in case of
unknown experimental data for the variables. Moreover these
final coefficients are determined by the optimization method
numerically. Fig. 5 shows resulting calibrated RSF’s on the
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Fig. 8. Experimental saturation drain current (Ids) distributions of 0.35-�m
NMOS. The total number of data is 345. The original design specification
disagrees with the experimental statistical data.

Fig. 9. Process sensitivity analysis on theIds variation using calibrated RSF.
In this figure, each variable fluctuates�10% independently.

and at the typical process condition. The errors
between the calibrated RSF’s and experiments are 0.02 V for
the and 3% for the in RSM calculation. Figs. 6(a)–(c)
and 7(a)–(c) compare and between the calibrated
RSF’s and experimental data at the various combination of
the implant doses, respectively. As shown in these figures, the
calibrated RSF’s agree with the experimental data to within
0.02 V for and 3% for including the worst case doping
conditions. Accordingly RSF’s with global calibration can be
predicted for and within an error of 0.02 V and 3%
at the various doping conditions, respectively, which agree
excellently with fabricated experimental data not only under
the typical but also worst case process conditions.

Finally the modified RSF is used to predict the device
performance of the target device and to analyze the sensitivity
of process parameters to the device performance. To obtain
the accurate sensitivity of process variables, the PQC (process
quality control) data in the mass-production are collected for
the 0.35- m CMOS. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Actual experimental process variations ofLg (gate length). The
total number ofLg data is 705. (b) Actual experimental process variations of
Tox (gate oxide thickness). The total number ofTox data is 930.

MOS model parameters are extracted with additional TCAD
simulations of worst case process conditions in 0.25-m
CMOS.

III. PROCESSVARIATIONS ANALYSIS

Process variation analysis and their effects on device charac-
teristics are evaluated using production-level 0.35-m CMOS
experimental results and TCAD-based methodology which
leads to an accurate process component sensitivity analysis
on the device performance.

Experimental (normalized) distributions of 0.35-m
NMOS is shown in Fig. 8. The experimental data used in the
figure were collected during a couple of months of electric-
test data. The total number of the data is 345. In the
figure, the variations ( ) for both design specification
and experimental data are demonstrated, which make it clear
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. Vth and Ids distributions compared with experiments (>1000 sample data) and Monte Carlo method using RSF’s. The gray region and solid
lines show the experimental and RSF–Monte Carlo distribution, respectively. (a)Vth distribution in NMOS, (b)Ids distribution in NMOS, (c)Vth
distribution in PMOS, and (d)Ids distribution in PMOS.

that the original estimation on does not reflect correctly
the actual production level process variation. The original
specification is too strict as compared to the actual production
data. It is noted that the over specification of process variation
effect results in difficulties in the worst case design of optimum
high speed clock distribution network. Fig. 9 shows predicted
process sensitivity analysis using calibrated RSF on the
variation by assuming process parameter fluctuations of10%
independently. Note that the (gate oxide thickness) fluc-
tuation affects variation much more than the variation
effect in the 0.35-m NMOS. To perform the accurate process
component sensitivity analysis, it is necessary to investigate
the actual process variation of not only but also .

We investigated actual process variations of CD
(critical dimension) control, variation, and channel and
source/drain implant doses, etc. The measuredvariation
using 705 points PQC data (100 wafers) and measured
variation using 930 points are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).

Compared to the variation between experimental data and
design specification, the experimental frequency shows a wide
distribution. On the other hand, experimental variation of

is almost the same as those of the design specification.
As shown in these figures, the and variations were
determined 13% and 3%. In Fig. 11(a)–(d), and
distributions are compared between the experiments (1000
samples) and Monte Carlo methods using RSF’s in 0.35-m
N and PMOS. These process parameters, that is,, ,
and implant doses are changed to correspond to the actual
process variations of 3%, 13%, and 3%, respectively.
In the Monte Carlo method, the correlation of each process
parameter is calculated randomly. As shown in these figures,

and variations are 0.081 V, 9.52% for RSF’s, and
0.083 V, 8.10% for experimental data in NMOS, respectively.

and variations are 0.108 V, 11.0% for RSF’s, and
0.113 V, 13.4% for experimental data in PMOS, respectively.
The variations for and in PMOS are larger than those
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TABLE IV
PROCESSCOMPONENTSENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON THE DEVICE PERFORMANCE.

EACH SENSITIVITY WAS CALCULATED BY THE CALIBRATED RSF’S EXCEPTWG

(GATE WIDTH). AN EMPIRICAL VALUE IS USED FORSENSITIVITY OF WG

of NMOS because the PMOS is a buried channel device. Both
the and variations ( ) of RSF Monte Carlo method
agree with experimental data, which validate the proposed
TCAD methodology.

IV. V ARIATION STUDY OF 0.25- m CMOS

To predict 0.25 m CMOS process sensitivity based on
these actual process variation data, an accurate process com-
ponent sensitivity analysis on the device performance ()
are conducted and shown in Table IV. Each sensitivity for
each process parameter was calculated using the calibrated
quadratic RSF’s for 0.35-m CMOS independently while the
other process parameters are set at the typical value. As shown
in Fig. 10, these process parameters, that is, and are
changed to correspond to the actual process variations of
±3%,±13%, respectively. The fluctuation of implant doses was
determined to be±3% by measurement of sheet resistance on
wafer. An empirical value is used for the sensitivity for
(gate width). The total sensitivity is calculated as the square
root of the summation of each sensitivity of the process param-
eter. It can be seen that experimental variation agrees well
with the one calculated in 0.35-m CMOS. It is noted that the
correlation of each process recipe is found to be quite small on
the total in the NMOS process. On the contrary, Table IV
and Fig. 11(d) indicate that the correlation of each process
recipe is significant in PMOS because the total sensitivities
were calculated 8.1% and 11.0% in the calculation and
Monte Carlo method, respectively. The discrepancy between
Monte Carlo method (11.0%) and experiment (13.5%) is
assumed to occur from the structure effect. Further study
will be needed to analyze error between calculation and
experiment. The over specification is corrected by the accurate
component analysis as shown in Fig. 6. In Table IV predicted
variation analyzes are also given for a newly optimized 0.25

m CMOS process/device with calibrated RSF. The variations

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Extracted worst case MOS model parameters determined on the
basis of TCAD for 0.25-�m CMOS: (a)Vth � Lg characteristics and (b)
Ids�Lg characteristics. In theses figures, the worst case condition is defined
as the�10% variation of gate oxide thickness (Tox). The filled and open
symbols show the typical and worst case conditions, respectively.

for process condition, e.g., implant doses, energies, and oxide
thickness, are assumed to be the same as those for the 0.35-m
CMOS process. We have also determined that the predicted
optimum 0.25 m process shows process controllability as
good as that of the 0.35-m process as shown in the table for
both N and PMOS.

Worst case process conditions have been determined based
on circuit types and chip performance estimation methodology.
On the basis of Table IV, the variation for each process
parameter is confirmed for the 0.35-m CMOS. Therefore the
worst case definition was determined for 0.25m CMOS, e.g.,

10% by was determined as the worst case condition.
After that, additional TCAD simulations generate the cur-
rent–voltage (– ) curves (drain current versus drain voltage)
for the worst cases and parameter extractions have been
conducted using a compact MOS model. Examples of the
generated MOS model parameters for the typical and worst
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cases of 10% of are shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), in
terms of and characteristics. Using these
circuit parameters, the circuit designers are able to perform the
predictive circuit design at the worst process conditions before
experimental chip fabrications.

V. CONCLUSION

The new global calibration and variable transformation
technique of the RSF on the basis of experimental data
improve substantially the accuracy of the RSF model to
within 0.02 V error in and 3% error in . Using this
method, we have designed an optimized 0.25m CMOS
process and device on the basis of the RSF and also predicted
its process variation effect on the device performance. It is
shown that the and variations of 0.25 m CMOS
exhibit less than 10% variation of in production level
process by the calibrated TCAD methodology. Also additional
TCAD simulations for MOS model parameter generation of
0.25 m device were conducted to allow circuit-designers
to use predictive worst case circuit design parameters before
experimental chip fabrication.
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